The D-8800 Clock Generator is an unusually versatile software option which provides a great deal of flexibility in the appearance and location of its digital display. All other standard D-8800 features are included.

Features:
- The Clock can count UP (for time-of-day) or DOWN (for timed sporting events).
- The format of the digital display is user-selectable (There are 19 formats to choose from.) and any font style or size can be used.
- The Clock display can be positioned anywhere on Page 1 or Page 2 and can even be moved.
- The Clock can be 'pre-set' long before it is actually needed.
- 'Split Times' can be captured on the screen while the clock continues to run.
- The Clock display can be removed from and restored to the screen at any time without stopping it.
- It is accurate to one tenth second.

Typical Applications:
- For Time-of-day display, it can be shown with other information (including Dynamic displays) using the two-channel digital MIX.
- For sports coverage, it is an excellent unofficial count-down clock for boxing or a stopwatch for track and field distance events.